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INTRODUCTION

Chron- is a combining form used like a prefix meaning "time".
It comes from the Greek chronos. The adjective form can
mean "constant" or "habitual," also derives from this root.

What is Chron?
Chron ($CHRON) is a BEP20 crypto currency token listed on the Binance Smart Chain
(BSC). The team behind Chron consists of 5 core developers and several support
members who all share the same goal of establishing a legitimate utility token
amongst an ocean of frauds and "meme" tokens created on BSC.
Chron is a long-term project with loads of ambitious goals and heavily committed
developer team. With Chron, we are setting out to create real value for our token. Our
success will be driven by leveraging the utility of our products and services rather
than solely relying on marketing gimmicks and hype. Our team is determined to
make Chron differ in this way and are developing products and services that promote
actual use of the token rather than hoarding indefinitely with no real purpose.
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ECOSYSTEM

SERVICES
PARTNERSHIPS

UTILITY
Marketing Listings
Listing Services

DEX Listings

Token Voting & Ranks

CEX Listings

Charts

Joint-Projects

Get Access to Services
Receive Discounts

Mini Audits

Promotions

Feeless Buy, Sell, Trade

Telegram Services

In Game Items

TOKENOMICS

PROFIT SHARE

There are no fees built in to

A majority portion of all

the Chron Smart Contract

profits generated from

NFT

and therefore no built in

products and services will

gimmicky tokenomics. This

be invested back in to

allows for straight forward

Chron in the form of buy

buy, sell and trading of

backs, Marketing and

Chron token.

investor rewards.

Note: Not all services and utility will be available at launch. More details will be provided via the roadmap.
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Partnerships

ETHOS

PANCAKESWAP

NOT ANNOUNCED

TRUSTSWAP

Migration Partner

DEX

Post IDO Partner

Contract & Locks

Strategic partnerships are vital for the growth and longevity of any project, so we take forming
partnerships very seriously and want to engage with like minded individuals, projects and
businesses. For launch, we have partnered with with Ethos (http://ethosproject.io) to help guide us
to a successful migration from Space Knight ($SPACEK) to Chron ($XCR). Ethos has gone through
such a migration in the past as well as helped other projects to do the same, so we are very excited
to work together with their team.
Both Pancakeswap and Trustswap are very well known and popular in the crypto space and while we
are not formally partners, we are utilizing their respective platforms to ensure the highest level of
quality and security for us and our investors.
We have also lined up another partnership that will be announced post IDO. This partnership
should provide additional exposure to the Chron project as well as some ongoing benefits going
forward. More news to come!
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SERVICES

Marketing Listings
A place for artists, community managers, AMA hosts, influencers, and
other marketers to share and promote their service offerings to the
world.
Listing Services
A one stop shop for token developers to discover new opportunities to
list their token. From free listings, to full marketing packages, we’ve
done the research for you.
Token Rankings
Of course we have our own token listing and voting service as well.
Developers can choose one of our marketing promotional offers to
highlight their projects and even decide to purchase a mini audit
where the Chron team verifies several aspects of your project to
provide an unbiased confirmation to your investors.
Telegram Announcements & Charting
Coming soon!
Gamification and Video Games
TBD

Alpha images shown.
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UTILITY
Feeless Buys, Sells and Trades
Enjoy using, buying and selling Chron ($XCR) at your leisure without worrying about harsh
transaction fees that punish you for doing so. We believe in the freedom to do as you wish with
your money, so we have implemented a no tax smart contract. We plan to offer products and
services to generate money for marketing and growth rather than rely on high volume and
fees. Of course we have also budgeted token to help us out along the way, but will only be
utilized as necessary.
Service Access
At launch our service offerings will be minimal to get things rolling, but we have a large queue
of additional offerings to follow shortly after with plans to continually add more and more over
time. As different services are implemented, some may require holding or buying Chron ($XCR)
to gain access or utilize. We want our token to be used in many different ways, so there is
always a lot of thought and planning going in to this initiative.
Discounts
As we form more and more partnerships, we want to leverage our token and our platform to be
able to offer various discounts and incentives for holders of Chron ($XCR). This may come in
the form of discounts for other services, special whitelisting privileges on new projects, NFT
and gaming discounts. This will start to take shape as new partnerships are forged.
In Game Items & NFT
Gaming in general has an enormous audience that always seems to find time and money for
gaming regardless of the economic situation going on in the world. With this in mind, we want
to establish a foothold into this market as soon as possible. As we release games, NFT and
gamification initiatives, we want to reward Chron ($XCR) holders by providing special holder
only NFT and in game item discounts and rewards. This initiative is in the planning stages
currently so more information will be released in the future.
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CONTRACT

TrustSwap
Chron has decided to partner with TrustSwap to create a pure
utility token on Binance Smart Chain. TrustSwap Mint is fully
audited by both Certik and Hacken which provides a pre-audited
contract for the Chron token. Team tokens and liquidity are also
locked by TrustSwap to ensure investors are able to verify the
safety of their investments.
CertiK
Is one of the most trusted blockchain security technology
companies in the world and is on the cutting edge of research and
innovation.
Hacken
CyberSecurity Services. Leading Security Consulting Company with
an essential focus on blockchain security.
Tokenomics
There are no tokenomics, special contract functions, or transaction
fees to be concerned about.
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DISTRIBUTION

Note: Some of the % provided may change based on actual presale numbers.

Private Sale
There will be a private sale held for current investors and a select group
of investors who plan no backing the new project. BNB will be collected
prior to IDO and new token will be airdropped at launch.
Public Sale
Public sale will occur through an IDO platform of our choosing. More
details will be provided as we get closer to launch.
Migration
We are reserving a % of tokens for current investors in our original
token called Space Knight. These investors will send their current token
holdings to the Dev team and be airdropped an equivalent amount of
token plus bonus for migrating with us.
Dev Team
Dev team tokens will be locked in a vesting schedule as described in the
chart below. Dev tokens provide incentive for putting in time and effort
to make this project successful in the long term.
Community
Community tokens will be used as incentives for supporters of our
project, rewards, gamification and locked in a similar vesting schedule
as Dev tokens.
Project Growth
Tokens are needed to establish new revenue streams, liquidity pools,
DEX and CEX listings. Dev team and community may also opt to burn
some of the token allocated for project growth if it makes sense to do
so. Project growth funds will also be locked in a vesting schedule with
our goal to have all unused tokens locked at any given time.
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TEAM
The team behind Chron consists of 5 core developers and several support members who all share
the same goal of establishing a legitimate utility token amongst an ocean of frauds and "meme"
tokens created on BSC. With professionalism and transparency, we are building a united
community in the crypto space! Feel free to join our community telegram or reach out to us
directly any time. Stef and Shawn are currently doxxed while the rest of us are unable to at this
time due to our jobs outside of crypto, however we are considering KYC to serve this purpose in the
near future.

OPS & Marketing

OPS & Research

Full Stack Dev

OPS & Marketing

IT & Dev
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DISCLAIMER

LEGAL DISCLAIMER
The information provided on this Website and Whitepaper or by the Chron team or its contributors (if any) does not constitute an
investment advice, financial advice, trading advice, or any other sort of advice and you should not treat any of the Website and
Whitepaper's content as such. Any information presented on this Website and Whitepaper does not constitute a recommendation that
any cryptocurrency should be bought, sold, or held by you. Please always conduct your own due diligence and consult your financial
advisor before making any investment decisions. By purchasing the Chron token, you agree that you are not purchasing a security or
investment and you agree to hold the Chron team and its contributors (if any) harmless and not liable for any losses or taxes you may
incur.
NO WARRANTY
This Website and Whitepaper, the Chron token and/or any content, data, materials, is presented on an "as is" basis without any
warranties of any kind, whether express or implied, including but not limited to the implied warranties of merchantability, fitness for a
particular purpose and non-infringement and the Chron team or its contributors (if any) is not required to provide any support or
services. The Chron team does not guarantee that the investors of the Chron token would not lose money. The Chron team or its
contributors (if any) does not guarantee compliance with any country across the world. Please always make sure that you are in
compliance with your local laws and regulations before you make any purchase. We reserve the right to make changes or updates to
this Website and Whitepaper at any time without notice.
RISK DISCLOSURE
Please note there are always risks associated with smart-contracts. Please use them at your own risk. All information contained herein
should be independently verified and confirmed. We do not accept any liability for any loss or damage whatsoever caused in reliance
upon such information or services. Unless otherwise required by law, in no event shall the Chron team, owners, or contributors (if any)
be liable for any damages of any kind, including, but not limited to, loss of use, loss of profits, or loss of data arising out of or in any
way connected with the use of this Website and Whitepaper or the Chron token. You agree to defend, identify and hold harmless Chron
and its contributors (if any) from and against any and all claims, liabilities, damages, losses or expenses, including reasonable
attorneys' fees and costs, arising out of or in any way connected with your access to or use of this Website and Whitepaper and use of
the Chron token. Please be aware of the risks involved with any trading done in any financial market. Under no circumstances are the
Chron team or its contributors (if any) responsible for the actions, decisions, or other behavior taken or not taken by you in reliance
upon the cryptocurrency market. Do not trade with money that you cannot afford to lose. When in doubt, you should consult a qualified
financial advisor before making any investment decisions.
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